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Abstract—High variability of system parameters is a complicating factor in the modeling of the performance of big data systems. In this paper, we assess the potential inaccuracy of several existing approximations for evaluating the mean number of jobs queued in a parallelized device that can be represented as an $M/Ph/m$ queue. Unlike existing studies, we consider the effect of the third moment of the service time, or equivalently, its skewness. We show that the approximations accuracy can be poor even for “easy” examples with a low coefficient of variation of the service time. Our examples demonstrate the important influence of the skewness of the service time distribution on the accuracy of the approximations. None of the approximations accounts for this property. We provide recommendations for the choice of the approximation that allow the user to choose the best suited approximation based on the actual queue parameters.

Index Terms—$M/Ph/m$ queue; Phase type distribution; Skewness; Approximate solution; Relative error.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid emergence of cloud computing, the proliferation of social networking sites and the continuous growth of storage systems, practitioners are increasingly facing the challenge of dealing with extremely large datasets, commonly referred to as big data. The processing of these datasets raises many new issues related to their capture, storage, search, sharing, analysis, visualization and performance evaluation. For this latter purpose, the process of modeling systems, which include big data, is generally seen as complex due to, among other things, the high variability of some system parameters. For instance, in the case of a high-performance disk controller, the time needed to process an I/O request is likely to exhibit other things, the high variability of some system parameters.

Thus, when modeling a system, practitioners are often inclined to replace complex variables with more compact but approximate descriptions. By doing so, they tend to simplify the model and hopefully its solution. However, the resulting cost in terms of (in)accuracy is often unclear. In this paper, we assess the potential inaccuracy of several well-established approximations for evaluating the performance of a parallelized device. We focus our study on the case of highly variable workloads as it is likely to be the case in the context of big data.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we present the simplest model to represent the behavior of a parallelized system. We briefly review existing approximations to evaluate its steady-state performance, and we detail our methodology to assess the applicability domain of these approximations. Section III presents the numerical results and discussions. Section IV concludes the paper.

II. MODEL OF PARALLELIZED DEVICE AND ITS SOLUTION

The simplest yet meaningful model for a parallelized device with a skewed service time distribution is the so-called $M/Ph/m$ queue. This queue represents a system with $m$ homogeneous servers, where the time between arrivals are exponentially distributed and job service times have a phase type distribution\textsuperscript{1}. The buffer (i.e., queueing room) size is assumed to be infinite, so there is no limit on the number of jobs it can contain. The arrivals occur at a rate $\lambda$. The service time distribution has a mean of $1/\mu$ and a coefficient of variation of $c_B$. Recall that the coefficient of variation is defined as the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean, and can be seen as a normalized second order moment. The servers utilization is given by $\rho = \lambda/(m.\mu)$. Of course, if $\rho < 1$, i.e., $\lambda < m.\mu$, the model is stable and the number of jobs in the system has a stationary distribution. Figure 1 depicts the $M/Ph/m$ queue considered while Table I summarizes the principal notation used in our paper.

In the general case, no simple derivation exists to compute the exact stationary queue length distribution of an $M/Ph/m$ queue, even for its first moment. However, several approximate solutions have been proposed in the literature. Several of these approximations present an easily implementable closed-form formula to evaluate the mean queueing time for a job\textsuperscript{2}.

\textsuperscript{1}A phase type distribution can approximate arbitrarily closely any positive valued distribution [9].
\textsuperscript{2}By Little’s law [1], the mean queueing time $\mathbb{W}_{M/Ph/m}$ and the mean queue length $\mathbb{L}_{M/Ph/m}$ are related as follows: $\mathbb{L}_{M/Ph/m} = \lambda . \mathbb{W}_{M/Ph/m}$. 

\begin{figure}[h]
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\caption{Illustration of an $M/Ph/m$ queue.}
\end{figure}
Possibly inspired by the distributional dependence factor in the Pollaczek-Khintchine formula for the M/GI/I queue\(^3\), most existing studies seem to concentrate on the influence of the coefficient of variation of the service time distribution. However, a few papers [17], [16], and more recently [8], [6], report that even the common performance parameters like mean queueing delay depend, sometimes to a large extent, on more than the first two moments of the service time distribution. Hence, it would seem unrealistic to expect an approximation based on only two moments to perform well over a large spectrum of service time distribution. Most of the existing approximations base their solutions on the interpolation and extrapolation of two special cases of the M/Ph/m queue, namely the M/D/m and the M/M/m queues, for which the mean queue length can be easily computed (exactly or approximately). We now present the detailed formula for six of these approximations, often found in textbooks on performance evaluation, to compute the mean queueing time \(\overline{W}_{\text{M/Ph/m}}\).

1) Martin’s approximation [13].

\[
\overline{W}_{\text{M/Ph/m}} \simeq \frac{P_m}{\mu} \frac{1 + c_B^2}{2m}
\]

where \(P_m\) is the waiting probability for an arriving job estimated by the corresponding probability in an M/M/m queue.

2) Cosmetatos’s approximation [7] (also proposed by Björklund and Elldin [2]).

\[
\overline{W}_{\text{M/Ph/m}} \simeq c_B^2 \overline{W}_{\text{M/M/m}} + (1 - c_B^2) \overline{W}_{\text{M/D/m}}
\]

3) Boxma, Cohen and Huffels referred to as BCH’s approximation [5].

\[
\overline{W}_{\text{M/Ph/m}} \simeq \frac{1 + c_B^2}{2} \frac{2\overline{W}_{\text{M/D/m}} \overline{W}_{\text{M/M/m}}}{2a\overline{W}_{\text{M/D/m}} + (1 - a)\overline{W}_{\text{M/M/m}}}
\]

where

\[
a = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } m = 1 \\
\frac{c_B^2 + 1}{\gamma_1} - m + 1 & \text{if } m > 1
\end{cases}
\]

The well-known Pollaczek-Khintchine formula states that the average queueing time in an M/GI/I queue depends only on the first two moments of the service time.

4) Tijms’s approximation [15].

\[
\overline{W}_{\text{M/Ph/m}} \simeq (1 - \rho)\gamma_1 + \frac{\rho}{\mu} (1 + c_B^2) \overline{W}_{\text{M/M/m}}
\]

where \(\gamma_1\) is defined as in the BCH approximation.

5) Lee’s approximation [12].

\[
\overline{W}_{\text{M/Ph/m}} \simeq \frac{1 + c_B^2}{2} \frac{1}{\overline{W}_{\text{M/M/m}}}
\]

6) Kimura’s approximation [10]

\[
\overline{W}_{\text{M/Ph/m}} \simeq \frac{1}{2} \overline{W}_{\text{M/M/m}} \left(1 + (1 - \rho)(m - 1) \sqrt{4 + 5m - 2}\right)
\]

Following guidelines of [4], we used in the above approximation

\[
\overline{W}_{\text{M/D/m}} \simeq \frac{1}{2} \overline{W}_{\text{M/M/m}} \left(1 + (1 - \rho)(m - 1) \sqrt{4 + 5m - 2}\right)
\]

We implemented other options for \(\overline{W}_{\text{M/D/m}}\) (e.g. see eq. (4.17) and (4.29) in [11]) but they produce virtually identical results in our study. For more details on the rationale behind Martin, Cosmetatos, BCH and Tijms approximations, please refer to [4], and to [11] for the others, though their respective domain of applicability is often left unclear.

Overall, little seems to be known about the actual accuracy of these approximations. We briefly review the related state of the art. Not surprisingly, these approximations tend to be fair when the server utilization is low (say less than 0.5). The reason here is that under such condition there is little queue built up in the system, and its performance are mainly driven by the first moment of the service time distribution. Conversely, if the server utilization is high (close to 1), then an M/Ph/m queue is not an adequate model anymore. In such a congestion regime, one needs a queueing model with a finite buffer to assess the system behavior. Existing literature suggests that these approximations will give excellent results when the variability of the service time distribution is low, which means its coefficient of variation ranges from 0 to not much higher than 1. This is quite expected since, by design, most of these approximations rely on the specific solutions of M/D/m and M/M/m queues. Furthermore, statistical distributions with low variability tend to be alike, and thus expected queueing times tend to be close to those of M/D/m and M/M/m queues. On the other hand, with increasing values of the coefficient of variation of the service time, it is generally known that the approximations accuracy will gradually decrease, although it is generally not stated at what rate. In [4], the authors compare several approximations introduced above, namely Martin, Cosmetatos, BCH and Tijms, with the results obtained from discrete-events simulation. They consider an M/Ph/m queue with 5 servers, a server utilization rate of 0.7 and values of \(c_B\) ranging from 0 to 3.2. They conclude that “all
approximations are good for \( c_B < 1.4 \), and that for higher values of \( c_B \) the approximation due to Cosmetatos is very good and the others are fair.”

In this paper, we aim to better characterize the domain of applicability for each of these six approximations. First, we show that their accuracy can be very poor, including for supposedly “easy” examples with a low coefficient of variation of the service time. Second, our results tend to suggest that one can get significantly improved approximate results for the \( M/\text{Ph}/m \) queue by picking the right approximation according to the actual value of the third moment of the service time, or equivalently, its skewness.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS, DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

A. Experimental protocol

To assess the accuracy of the approximate solutions, and more specifically the influence of the \( M/\text{Ph}/m \) queue parameters, we proceed as follows. We consider values for the number of servers \( m \) ranging from 2 to 12, and for the server utilization \( \rho \) ranging from 0.1 to 0.95. For sake of simplicity, we keep the mean service time constant at \( 1/\mu = 1 \). Taking into account the state-of-the-art, we focus our study on values of the coefficient of variation of the service time \( c_B \) significantly larger than 1, i.e., ranging from 2 to 10. Finally, unlike most of the existing literature, we pick values for the skewness parameter of the service time \( s_B \) ranging from \( c_B \) to 100. Recall that the skewness of a random variable \( X \) is defined as follows: \( s \triangleq \mathbb{E}[\left(\frac{X-1/\mu}{\sigma}\right)^3] \) where \( 1/\mu \) and \( \sigma \) are the mean and the standard deviation, respectively. \( s \) is thus the normalized third-order central moment, and it is a measure of the asymmetry of the distribution. The greater the skewness, the longer the tail. Note that a skewness of 0 occurs if the distribution is nearly symmetric. Although in theory negative values are possible for \( s_B \), in the case of non-negative distributions and \( c_B > 1 \) only positive values of \( s_B \) can occur, meaning that the tail of the distribution is always on the right (see Appendix A). We rely on an easy computable algorithm [3] to find a phase type distribution that matches specific values of \( c_B \) and \( s_B \). Then, we compute the exact value of the mean number of jobs in the corresponding \( M/\text{Ph}/m \) queues using an iterative solution, and evaluate the corresponding relative error for each of the six approximate solutions.

We explore the obtained results along 4 parameters: \( m, \rho, c_B \) and \( s_B \), splitting our analysis in two. First we let \( m \) and \( \rho \) vary while \( c_B \) and \( s_B \) are kept constant, and then we do it reverse.

B. Influence of the number of servers and the server utilization

To assess the influence of \( m \) and \( \rho \) on the approximate solutions accuracy, we consider two distinct examples which we refer to as examples (A) and (B). Their description is given in Table II.

In example (A), the coefficient of variation of the service time is set to 8 while the skewness is equal to 30. Figure 2 shows the degree of accuracy attained by each approximate solution on this example. It turns out that, with the exception of Kimura’s solution, virtually all approximations tend to overestimate the queue length, whatever the values of \( \rho \) and \( m \). Deviations from the exact solution tend to be higher when \( \rho \) is close to 0.5 for small values of \( m \), whereas they peak around \( \rho \) equal to 0.7 for larger values of \( m \). Based on this example, the BCH solution with its relative error often less than 10% and at most of 35% significantly outperforms the others whose errors attain and exceed 50%.

Example (B) deals with a smaller value of \( c_B \) but a larger \( s_B \). Figure 3 presents the corresponding results. We observe that, again, all but Kimura’s solution tend to overestimate the mean number of jobs in the \( M/\text{Ph}/m \) queue. Similarly to example (A), it shows that approximate solutions are the most likely to fail when \( \rho \) is close to 0.5 for \( m \) ranging from 2 to 4. For larger values of \( m \) the region of lowest accuracy gradually shifts to higher values of \( \rho \) around 0.8. However, unlike example (A), the solution of Kimura yields the best

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
<th>( m )</th>
<th>( \rho )</th>
<th>( c_B )</th>
<th>( s_B )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(A)</td>
<td>[0; 12]</td>
<td>[0.1; 0.95]</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B)</td>
<td>[0; 12]</td>
<td>[0.1; 0.95]</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>[2; 10]</td>
<td>[c_B; 100]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(D)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>[2; 10]</td>
<td>[c_B; 100]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II. The \( M/\text{Ph}/m \) queue parameters.
results with a relative error not exceeding 10%.

Based on examples (A) and (B), it seems that when the number of servers is either much larger than the server utilization (say \( m > 33 \rho - 4.66 \)), or conversely much smaller than the server utilization (say \( m < 50 \rho - 33 \)), all approximate solutions lead to excellent results. On the other hand, the region where approximate solutions tend to fail occurs for moderate server utilization. When \( m \) is low (say less than 4) this region tends to cover server utilizations close to 0.5. As \( m \) grows, this region gradually shifts towards server utilizations around 0.8. It is also worth noting that, in this example, BCH’s solution always outperforms Martin, Cosmetatos, Tijms and Lee’s solution. Finally, it appears that depending on the actual service time distribution (here its \( c_B \) and \( s_B \)), BCH or Kimura’s solution emerges as the best choice.

In the next section, we study in more detail the influence of the coefficient of variation and the skewness.

C. Influence of the coefficient of variation and the skewness

In order to investigate the influence of \( c_B \) and \( s_B \), we now hold constant the number of servers \( m \) and the server utilization \( \rho \).

We consider example (C) where \( m = 4 \) and \( \rho \) is set to 0.7. The corresponding results are illustrated in Figure 4. All solutions except Kimura’s approximation yield fair results even for large values of the coefficient of variation as long as the skewness is low (say less than 20). As the skewness increases and reaches 40 or 50, then these solutions lead to highly inaccurate results, unless \( c_B \) is less than 3. On the other hand, Kimura’s solution tends to work best when the other solutions are failing. Except when \( c_B \) is high and \( s_B \) is kept low, its deviations from the exact solution are below 25%.

In example (D) we increase the number of servers to \( m = 8 \) and we set the server utilization \( \rho \) to 0.6. Figure 5 shows the corresponding results. Overall, all the approximate solutions perform better here than in the previous example. Kimura’s solution yields excellent results unless \( c_B \) is high and \( s_B \) is very low. Conversely, in such a case, all other solutions produce fair results.

From examples of (C) and (D), we observe that if both \( c_B \) and \( s_B \) are low (say less than 4 and 30, respectively), any of the six approximate solutions provides accurate results. If the skewness is large (say 10 times greater than the coefficient of variation), but the coefficient of variation is low, our results favor the use of Kimura’s solution. Conversely, when the skewness is low, and the coefficient of variation is high, then BCH solution becomes the best option. Finally, when both \( c_B \) and \( s_B \) are high, none of the approximations seem to be acceptable.

To conclude, based on our four examples, we recommend the following guidelines:
The use of these guidelines would ensure that, in almost all our numerous experiments, the discrepancy between the exact and the approximate mean number of jobs in the queue stays within a range of 25% relative error (except obviously when both $c_B$ and $s_B$ are high and $\rho$ is moderate).

IV. CONCLUSION

The modeling and performance evaluation of systems that process big data is often hampered by difficulties arising due to the high variability of system parameters. In this paper, we assess the potential inaccuracy of several well-established approximations for evaluating the performance of a parallelized device. We focus our study on the case of highly variable and skewed workloads as it is likely to be the case in the context of big data. We use an exact numerical solution to the $M/Ph/m$ queue and an extensive set of experiments (thousands of cases) to evaluate the difference between approximation results and the exact value of the mean queue length. Unlike existing studies, we explore the (in)accuracy of these approximations not only along the commonly explored coefficients of variation but also through the actual value of the third moment of the service time, or equivalently, its skewness.

Our work helps to better characterize the domain of applicability for each of these approximations. First, we show that their accuracy can be very poor, including for supposedly "easy" examples with a low coefficient of variation of the service time. Second, our examples emphasize the important influence of the skewness of the service time distribution on the approximations accuracy whereas none of them account for it. More precisely, our study shows that for 5 out of the 6 tested approximations the results are quite close to each other results (although some differences do exist) and they tend to overestimate the congestion level of the queue. Conversely, the sixth approximate solution is most likely to underestimate the mean length of the queue. Thus, we provide recommendations regarding the choice of the approximation based on the actual set of values for the queue parameters. Using these guidelines would ensure that, in most cases, the relative error of the approximation would remain below 25% relative error.

However, it is important to stress that our results only pertain to a subset of phase type distributions since they were all obtained using a matching algorithm for the first 3 moments of the service time distributions that minimizes the number of phases for the resulting distribution. Thus, a meaningful extension to this work would consist in studying the accuracy of the approximations for phase type distributions that are no more subject to this constraint. Preliminary results (not shown in this paper) seem to indicate that our recommendations still apply in the general case. Another option would be to extend the results of this study to the case of distributions with negative skewness (and hence coefficient of variation less than 1).
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APPENDIX

A. Relation between coefficient of variation and skewness

Let $X$ be a non-negative random variable. We denote by $m_i$ its $i$-th non-central moment, i.e., $m_i \triangleq E(X^i)$, and by $n_k$ its $k$-th normalized moments. By definition, we have: $n_2 \triangleq m_2 / m_1^2$ and $n_3 \triangleq m_3 / (m_1 m_2)$. It is known (e.g., [14]) that for any non-negative distribution we have:

$$n_3 \geq n_2. \quad (1)$$

Using the definitions of $n_2$ and $n_3$, (1) can be rewritten as:

$$s_B \geq \left( c_B - \frac{1}{c_B} \right), \quad (2)$$

where $s_B$ and $c_B$ represent the skewness and the coefficient of variation, respectively. Recall that $c_B \triangleq \sqrt{\frac{m_2 - m_1^2}{m_1}}$ and that $s_B$ can expressed as $s_B = \frac{m_3 - 3m_1 m_2}{(m_2 - m_1^2)^{3/2}}$.

From (2), it follows:

$$s_B < 0 \iff c_B < 1 \quad (3)$$

since $m_1$ and $c_B$ are both positive.

This simple derivation explains (for a non-negative distribution) why the skewness values can only be positive if we limit the coefficient of variation to values larger than 1.